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Ancero Desktop-as-a-Service, or DaaS, offers major benefits 
for the small business, including easier desktop management, 
reduced hardware, and increased mobility. It’s an ideal choice 
for companies who want to simplify IT infrastructure and reduce 
technology costs in the long run

Manage all desktops, on or off site, from one easy to use portal 
that can be securely accessed from anywhere. The portal provides 
centralized desktop control, monitoring and reporting, security 
insight, centralized updates and many more features. Continuous 
data backup and synchronization means compliance is now an 
easier task.  Fully managed deployment of software, applications, 
and updates takes minutes instead of days. 

COST SAVINGS
Traditional computer infrastructures requier expensive 
maintenance and regular upgrades to keep up with changing 
technology. In fact, a cloud desktop costs 2 times less than a 
traditional PC due to its longer life, absence of a local hard disk, 
and reduced power consumption. With a DaaS deployment, 
you can reuse existing hardware and extend the life of your 
current technology investment. 

IT FLEXIBILITY
Cloud desktops are implemented and scaled quickly. DaaS lets you 
buy only the infrastructure and services you need, and then easily 
add or remove cloud desktops. This reduced complexity and 
flexibility allows technology to keep pace with your business growth. 

 
Many businesses are searching for a cost-effective, secure and reliable way to provide 
their distributed end-users access to business applications and corporate data no matter 
where they work. Desktop-as-a-Service is a fully managed, secure, end user computing 
platform. DaaS is an innovative solution perfect for businesses looking to transition 
applications to the cloud while supporting remote work, mobile employees and BYOD 
environments. Other benefits include easier desktop management, less hardware, simplified 
IT infrastructure and reduced technology costs. By moving business applications and software 
to the cloud with DaaS, you are streamlining IT management and expanding the reach of your 
organization by making your employees more mobile and responsive.

EMPLOYEE MOBILITY
There is growing demand for mobility in the workforce. 
DaaS supports a “Bring Your Own Device” model. DaaS is 
compatible with employees’ personal laptops and mobile 
devices, allowing them to securely access work applications 
and data from anywhere, anytime. Employees can hibernate 
their cloud desktop at the office, then resume their work at 
home or a remote site.

INCREASED SECURITY
Desktop-as-a-Service can provide highly secure remote connections. 
PCs and hard drives have always been vulnerable, but a cloud desktop 
cannot serve as a host if it’s hacked and viruses can’t infiltrate through 
remote displays. With DaaS, sensitive information is stored in a secure, 
compliant cloud infrastructure built on enterprise-class hardware. 
Because sensitive data is never stored on a device, you can rest easy 
even if a phone or tablet is lost or compromised.

HIGH PERFORMANCE
The engineered platform is managed 24 x7 ensuring a reliable and 
productive work environment for your team. Disaster recovery is an 
inherent part of DaaS since the data centers are supported by 
redundant power supplies and dependable internet connectivity 
you are assured consistent uptime.


